
[[TTOOPPIICC]]Choosing Office Floors by Design

TZ Series Carpet Tile Pattern File Vol.�

OFFICE：Floor plan for communication area
We'd like to focus on office design and share a few floor plans featuring our TZ series.

Vol.� Communication Area
With the rise of new work trends like telecommuting, the concept of the office is evolving. The chance for

direct communication with colleagues and business partners, once taken for granted, has gained

significance amid the COVID-�� pandemic. Now, the office is increasingly seen as a vital 'communication

hub.' It's transforming into a key space that fosters face-to-face interactions and collaborative idea

generation.

TAJIMA's 'TZ Series,' featuring mid- to high-end carpet tiles, is primarily designed for the modern office.

Take a look at some floor pattern examples tailored for the new normal office setting.

*Pattern diagrams are for reference only. The scale and appearance may vary depending on the space, so

please be sure to check the actual samples when considering the adoption of the carpet.

*Please check the direction of carpet application on each pattern drawing.



FILE�� Concept：Picnic

Keywords: #playfulness #flexible #outdoor #comfort

Products: TAPIS CRAFT CHECK TZ��-���(Center)  TAPIS LUCIR ����-����(Surroundings)

Tapis Craft Check is offered in two variations: 'Basic' with four colors and 'Colorful,' which includes

additional effect colors in the 'Basic' palette. Despite both types featuring a fundamental check pattern,

they can be used to infuse a playful atmosphere.



FILE�� Concept：Cafeteria

Keywords: #flexible #outdoor #comfort

Products: TAPIS OCTABER TZ��-���∕583 LAY FLAT TILE NOWAX LN-���� (Around the bar counter)

The concept behind TAPIS OCTAVER is to amplify creative thinking through synergy. We've endeavored to

integrate this 'co-creation space' into the cafeteria-style environment.



FILE�� Concept：Like a home

Keywords: #monotone #Brooklyn Style #SOHO

Products: TAPIS MONOCHROME TWEED TZ��-���∕642∕643

TAPIS MONOCHROME TWEED draws inspiration from the traditional tweed pattern, presenting a timeless

and stylish design. The gentle ambiance it creates allows for a space where you can calmly and leisurely

contemplate, much like being at home.



Floor materials introduced in this article.

Carpet Tile
TAPIS CRAFT CHECK

TZ09-665

Carpet Tile
TAPIS LUCIR
4010-7009

Carpet Tile
TAPIS OCTABER

TZ05-581 , TZ05-583

Vinyl Tile for raised-floor
LAY FLAT TILE NO WAX

LN-1504

Carpet Tile
TAPIS MONOCHROME TWEED
TZ08-641 , TZ08-642 , TZ08-643

https://tajima.jp/flooring/tapis_craft_check/tapis_craft_check/index.html
https://tajima.jp/flooring/tapis_lucir/tapis_lucir/index.html
https://tajima.jp/flooring/tapis_octaver/tapis_octaver/index.html
https://tajima.jp/flooring/lay_flat_tile_no_wax/stone_grain_tone_1/index.html
https://tajima.jp/flooring/tapis_monochrome_tweed/tapis_monochrome_tweed/index.html



